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JMS Designing Research Vessel for VIMS
Letter from the President
Dear Readers,
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Next generation research vessel for Virginia Istitute of Marine Science

ENGINEERING & DESIGN
Under Design: Next Generation Research
Vessel for Virginia Institute of Marine Science
JMS was competitively awarded a contract from
the Virginia Institute of Marine Science
(www.vims.edu) to provide concept through
contract-level design, shipyard bid support, and
owner's rep services for VIMS' next generation
research vessel.
The VIMS research vessel will be used for
scientific research within the Chesapeake Bay
and offshore areas in the MidAtlantic region.
The JMS Coastal Research Vessel
Series concept-model provides a
multi-purpose, efficient, and costeffective platform from which
scientists and educators can study
coastal oceanic phenomena and
explore physical, chemical,
biological, and geological processes.
The design offers flexibility in
science outfitting allowing for high
utilization and affordable operating
day rates. The vessel will be able to
easily adapt to evolving scientific
research areas such as environmen-

tal impact studies, offshore oil & gas exploration
surveys, wind energy development surveys,
and maintenance of ocean observing systems.
The vessel will be designed for multidisciplinary coastal-science studies including
fish and invertebrate sampling; bottom
geological and benthic coring; deployment and
retrieval of data buoys; heavy mooring, seismic
and bathymetry surveys; mid-water and
bottom trawls; CTD, and other vertical watersampling deployments. The hull, propulsion
and machinery systems will be designed for

“Under design, under
construction, and
underway” sums up
2013 at JMS. We have
been involved in a
comprehensive array of consulting
projects for vessel owners and shipyards.
JMS recently completed the contract
design of the R/V ARCTICUS for the U.S.
Geological Survey Great Lakes Science
Center. The R/V ARCTICUS is another
example of the JMS Coastal Research
Vessel Series (Fisheries Class) design and
is currently under construction at Burger
Boats in Manitowoc, WI where JMS is
providing on-site engineering and oversight support for USGS.
JMS also began work on the design of a
new research vessel for the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science. JMS will
provide concept through contract-level
design, shipyard bid support, and owner's
rep services for VIMS' next generation
research vessel. The JMS Coastal Research
Vessel Series concept-model provides a
multi-purpose, efficient, and cost-effective
platform for scientists and educators. The
design offers flexibility in science outfitting allowing for high utilization and
affordable operating day rates.

Engineering & Design is continued on page 2...

Research vessel inspection aboard the R/V F. G. WALTON SMITH
Read about it on page 6 ...

At the same time, our engineers have been
on the deck plates and underway on
vessels all over the country assisting ship
owners with our unique combination of
high-end analytical engineering expertise
and practical deck plate experience.
Although we are proud of our past
accomplishments, we realize that our
continued success depends on a commitment to continuous improvement. We
strive to ensure that JMS continually
evolves with the changing needs of the
maritime community. Whether it is
engineering, marine surveying, marine

Continued on the back page...

systems are designed to match
Caddell's 6 other dry docks to
simplify dock operations.

ENGINEERING & DESIGN
...continued from the cover...

Senesco recently completed
extensive modifications to its
waterfront facilities in order to
launch the dry dock via air bags and
to add the capability of performing
air bag launches for future large
vessel construction and launch
projects.

quiet operation during acoustic survey work
and be equipped with state of-the-art technology with an emphasis on energy efficiency.

JMS Designs Senesco Marine’s
New Floating Dry Dock

Under Construction: R/V ARCTICUS
JMS recently completed the contract design of
the R/V ARCTICUS for the U.S. Geological
Survey Great Lakes Science Center. The R/V
ARCTICUS is another example of the JMS
Coastal Research Vessel Series – Fisheries Class
design and is currently under construction at
Burger Boats in Manitowoc, WI where JMS is
providing on-site engineering and oversight
support for USGS.

JMS has extensive experience related to research
vessel design and operation and is a recognized
expert on the subject. Customers include the
National Science Foundation, NOAA, the Office
of Naval Research, the U.S. Coast Guard, the
Department of Interior, the Environmental
Protection Agency, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, the University of São Paulo, and
other major oceanographic institutions.

JMS was selected by Senesco Marine
to design a new 200’ x 80’ floating
dry dock for their yard in North
R/V ARCTICUS under construction at Burger Boat Co.
Kingston, RI. JMS provided
drawings and structural calculations for construction to ABS Steel Dry Dock
standards. The dry dock was designed to
Designed and Launched: The Largest
minimize the amount of material used, while
Commercial Floating Dry Dock in the Northeast
still retaining the required strength to lift vessels
up to 2,500 LT with a keel block loading of 25
Senesco Marine of North Kingstown, RI
(SenescoMarine.com) launched the largest
commercial floating dry dock in the Northeast
United States on 7 May 2013. Senesco built the
dry dock for Caddell Dry Dock and Repair Co.
of Staten Island, NY (CaddellDryDock.com).
The dry dock has a lifting capacity of 7,300 LT, is
420 feet long, and has a 100 foot wide open
pontoon deck between its 30 foot tall wing walls.
JMS designed the dry dock for Caddell to
accommodate large tank barges, tugs,
workboats, and Coast Guard Cutters. The dock
is segregated into 8 pairs of compartments with
a safety deck 12 feet above the pontoon deck.
The design incorporates openings through the
wing walls to allow machinery and personnel
access to the pontoon deck. The pumping

LT/ft. The length on deck is 198’-9” with 59’-4”
between the 29’ high wing walls. The pontoon is
9’-9” deep and is subdivided in to 5 pairs of
outboard ballast tanks and a wash water storage
system on centerline. In order to reduce the
steel used in construction the wing walls are not
full length. This allows for a 29”–9” gap
midships and easier access to the dock.

The largest commercial floating dry dock in the northeast was designed by JMS for Caddell Dry Dock & Repair Company; built and launched by Senesco Marine.
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and Oceanwind proposed a purpose-built
barge configuration to transport the towers
horizontally and to install the towers via a lifting
mechanism onboard the barge. A number of
factors influence the barge size: barge stability in
various conditions of loading and operation, sea
states, induced bending moments on the
structure, and support of the wind turbine
structure when horizontal.

The re-launching of the CHARLES W. MORGAN after an extensive restoration effort.

The Whaling Ship CHARLES W. MORGAN
The CHARLES W. MORGAN is the last
surviving wooden whaling ship and the United
States' oldest commercial vessel still afloat. This
National Historic Landmark was built in 1841
and served an 80-year whaling career embarking on 37 voyages between 1841 and 1921. The
whaleship measures 113 feet, with a 27’-6” beam
and a depth-of-hold of 17’-6”. Her main truck is
110 feet above the deck. When fully-rigged, she
is capable of carrying approximately 13,000
square feet of sail.
The MORGAN has been undergoing restoration and repair at the Henry B. DuPont
Preservation Shipyard at Mystic Seaport
since 2008 in preparation for the
commemorative voyage to historic
New England ports in the summer
of 2014. Areas of the vessel from
the waterline down to her keel
were renewed as well as areas of
the bow and stern. On 21 July
2013, the 172nd anniversary of the
vessel's initial launch, she was
launched again.
JMS has been provided engineering
assistance to the shipyard to prepare the
MORGAN for her 38th voyage. JMS provided
engineering support for the historic launching
of the MORGAN on the Seaport's Syncrolift.
JMS also provided assistance for the design of
new electrical, bilge, and firefighting systems,
which will be required for her voyage.
In addition, JMS is performing a stability
analysis of the MORGAN. JMS conducted a
preliminary inclining test on the vessel in order

to develop a preliminary ballasting plan. Once
the ballast and rigging is in place, a final incline
test and stability analysis will be completed in
the spring of 2014.

Offshore Wind Turbine Installation Feasibility
Study for Norwegian Energy Company

A rough estimate of weather limitations was
conducted for major operational tasks in the
sequence of the system deployment. Using the
meteorological data for the location of the wind
farm site in the Gulf of Maine, the motions on
the installation barge and turbine structure
were evaluated. The motions induced by
various sea states experienced at that location
dictated the design of the structure and strength
of the barge, as well as the limitations on
completing the work at sea. The current
estimation of barge size is larger than typical
barges available for commercial chartering. A
list of assist tugs and other vessels required for
support during transiting and deployment and
a cost estimate were developed for the study.

FALLS OF CLYDE Survey
JMS was contracted by the Friends of Falls of
Clyde to provide engineering services in
support of the restoration of the FALLS OF
CLYDE. The FALLS OF CLYDE is a fourmasted, iron hulled, riveted sailing ship
constructed in 1878. Originally constructed and

JMS and partner Oceanwind LLC were
competitively awarded a contract to conduct a
feasibility study for an international energy
Floating wind farm load-out and deployment study
company headquartered in Norway. The
energy company is assessing the development of floating offshore wind farms in the
U.S. In the short term, a pilot park with 4-5
units is being planned in the Gulf of
Maine, with the objective of building
large, commercial-size, floating
wind farms in the long term. The
wind farms are planned to
incorporate the energy
company's proprietary design of
floating wind turbines. The
design represents further
development of their prototype
installed off the coast of Norway in
2009. JMS and Oceanwind are
investigating the engineering feasibility of
assembly and installation concepts of the
design's floating substructures and wind
turbine generators in the Gulf of Maine
offshore environment.
The installation of the proposed design in the
Gulf of Maine offers unique challenges for
floating offshore wind turbines. The shallow
water in the Gulf of Maine requires an
innovative approach to transiting the offshore
wind turbine towers to their mooring site. JMS
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JMS immediately requested a preliminary
review and approval of the results from ABS.
This preliminary approval allowed the ship to
re-enter service and maintain its tight science
mission schedule. JMS finalized the analysis and
submitted a revised Trim & Stability booklet to
ABS within the permitted 90 day period.

FALLS OF CLYDE restoration project in Honolulu, HI
operated as a cargo vessel, FALLS OF CLYDE
was converted to a sailing oil tanker in the early
1900's and was used to carry oil from California
to Honolulu, HI for 20 years. From 1927 to 1959,
she was stationed in Alaska as a fuel depot
serving the fishing fleet. In 1963, FALLS OF
CLYDE was saved from scrapping and towed to
Honolulu to be restored as a museum ship.
Through the 1970's and 1980's, FALLS OF
CLYDE was restored as a full rigged ship, and
was on display in Honolulu Harbor. Through
the 1990's, preservation efforts slowed, and
FALLS OF CLYDE began to fall into disrepair. In
2008, FALLS OF CLYDE was due to be sunk as
an artificial reef because of her poor condition.
The Friends of Falls of Clyde were successful in
obtaining ownership of the ship and is now in
the process of developing plans to restore the
vessel.
JMS visited the vessel in November 2013 to
inspect the condition of the vessel and discuss
drydocking the vessel with both the Friends of
Falls of Clyde and local shipyards. As a first
stage, JMS prepared a condition survey of the
vessel, and analyzed the feasibility of drydocking FALLS OF CLYDE at Pacific Shipyards
International. JMS developed a structural
model of FALLS OF CLYDE to determine if the
vessel was still strong enough to withstand the
loads that would be imposed by dry-docking
FALLS OF CLYDE. JMS will also be working
with the local harbor authority to develop a tow
plan to move FALLS OF CLYDE to the shipyard
and will develop drawings and calculations
related to the repair of FALLS OF CLYDE.

i n S e a t t l e , WA .
Alterations included
replacing the existing survey boat davits with
new, higher lift capacity davits, and as a result,
the '01 Deck was significantly modified and
extended. JMS was tasked by NOAA to perform
an inclining test on the ship, once the work was
completed, in order to update the
lightship weight and center of
gravity and to revise the intact
and damage stability
analysis. JMS was to
perform the inclining test
within a restricted time
frame in order to generate
the results, and submit the
incline analysis to ABS
with sufficient time for the
vessel to return to service
without delay. After the
inclining test was completed,

JMS was also tasked to investigate digital
inclinometer and digital hydrometer devices
and how the use of advanced instrumentation
may aid in the performance of inclining tests,
and through their use, improve the accuracy of
the results obtained. JMS
performed an industry market
survey and recommended a
series of devices to NOAA for their
benefits of improved accuracy as
well as robustness in the shipyard
environment. Unfortunately, due
to the shipyard schedule, none of
the digital hydrometers or
inclinometers could be delivered
by the manufactures in time for
the FAIRWEATHER inclining test,
so JMS used its own inclinometer to conduct the
inclining test on the ship. At the conclusion of
the experiment and analysis, JMS generated an
Instrument Investigation Report summarizing
the pros and cons of using digital hydrometers
and inclinometers in an inclining test. This
report considered the various benefits and
pitfalls of using moder n digital
instruments for collecting data in an
inclining test and highlighted where
these instruments might be of both
a technical benefit and practical
benefit in the incline test process.

NOAA Ship FAIRWEATHER Inclining Experiment
and Instrument Investigation Report
The NOAA Ship FAIRWEATHER underwent
significant alterations at Lake Union Dry Dock
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NOAA Ship FAIRWEATHER inclining experiment in Seattle, WA

Other Engineering Projects
JMS Naval Architects & Salvage Engineers has unique expertise in naval architecture, marine
engineering, shipboard operations, salvage engineering, towing, and shipyard construction. JMS
maintains a full time staff of naval architects and engineers with sea-going and vessel operations
experience. This combination of high-end analytical engineering expertise and practical seafaring
experience allows JMS to deliver rapid and innovative solutions to complex problems, only a few of
which are described in this year’s newsletter.

Inclining test for ferry FIRE ISLANDER

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter docking calculations

Stability analysis for AMERICAN ISLANDER

Procedures developed for ship dismantling

Customer

Project

Feeney Enterprises
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock
McKean Defense Group
E.R. Snell
American Marine Corp
Ship Recycling Company
Reinauer Transportation
Cetacean Marine
WACO Products
National Crane Inspection
Poling & Cutler
Reinauer Transportation
Tank Vessel Operator
US Geological Survey
US Geological Survey
US Geological Survey
Mystic Seaport
Reinauer Transportation
Great Lakes Shipyard
Blount Boats Inc.
Marine Construction Firm
NOAA
Feeney Enterprises
Feeney Enterprises
Aquarius Marine LLC
Fathom Research
The Judy Company
National Science Foundation
Maritime Attorney
Reinauer Transportation
CT Dredge
US Geological Survey
Ride The Ducks
Shipyard
US Navy Supervisor of Salvage
Friends of FALLS OF CLYDE
Marine Construction Firm
Reinauer Transportation
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Maritime Attorney
Senesco Marine
Marine Insurance Company
Maritime Attorney
Feeney Enterprises
Oceanwind
Marine Construction Firm
Crofton Diving
Reinauer Transportation
University of Connecticut

Dry Dock Stability Analysis
Dredge Engineering and Design
Tug Inclining Test and Stability Analysis
Barge Stability Analysis
AMERICAN ISLANDER Stability Analysis
MARAD Ship Dismantling Plan
Tug Fuel System Design
Research Vessel Anchor Windlass Modifications
Embarkation Ladder Engineering Review
Crane Barge Stability Assessments
Tank Barge Vacuum System Design
CRAIG ERIC System One Lines, Tank Tables
Tanker Grounding and In-Water Repair
Shipyard Work Package Technical Specification
Research Vessel Dry Docking Technical Specification
Mobile Water Gun Deployment System
Whaling Ship C.W. MORGAN Sys. Design & Stability Analysis
Tank Barge Computerized Loading Program
USCG Cutter Docking Calculations
Inclining Test and Stability Analysis
Cofferdam Design and Engineering Consultation
Research Vessel Inclining Test and Stability Analysis
Engineering Support for Vessel Launching
Hopper Barge Design
Deck Barge Stability Analysis
Aluminum Research Vessel Design Modification
Deck Barge Stability Analyses
Research Vessel Accessibility/ADA Design Review
Construction Barge Casualty Expert Witness
Tank Barge Longitudinal Strength Analysis
Tug Fire Detection System Design Review
Research Vessel A-Frame Design Modification
DUKW Amphibious Passenger Vessel Stability Analysis
Dry Dock Replacement Study
Towing Manual Update
Historic Vessel Tow & Repair Plans
Crane Barge Stability
Tank Barge Computerized Loading Program
Research Vessel Design
Expert Witness
Dry Dock Design
Police Boat Damage Survey
Construction Barge Casualty Expert Witness
Engineering Support for Tug ATB Conversion
Floating Wind Turbine Feasibility Study
Crane Barge Stability Analysis
Crane Barge Load Chart
Tug Repowering Engineering and Design Support
Research Vessel Valuation Survey
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MARINE SURVEY & INSPECTION
Research Vessel Inspection Program
JMS has a long history of supporting the
N a t i o n a l S c i e n c e Fo u n d a t i o n i n t h e
management of the academic research vessel
fleet and ensuring the ships and scientific
systems are both fully operational and state-ofthe-art. This experience has given JMS a unique
insight and understanding of the specific needs
of the marine science community. With broad
expertise in naval architecture, JMS can relate
theoretical designs on paper to the practical
implications of how the ship can best serve the
science mission effectively and safely.
JMS has conducted over 125 research vessel
inspections since 1997, specifically for the
National Science Foundation, to ensure that
vessels in the Academic Research Vessel Fleet
are maintained to a high degree of operational
readiness and able to meet current and
emerging oceanographic research objectives.
The multidisciplinary team of engineers
understands the importance of identifying the
science mission requirements of the vessel and
balancing them with the operational,
regulatory, and budget constraints. The survey
ensures that the fleet serves the science
community effectively and safely and that the
research vessels in the academic fleet are
capable of effectively conducting NSFsponsored research cruises.
The missions supported by these
vessels are multidisciplinary
oceanographic research and range
from water quality monitoring in
the Great Lakes to deep-ocean
drilling for geophysical research.
The fleet includes vessels that are
able to work worldwide, intermediate
size regional vessels which carry about 20
scientists for up to a month, and smaller local
vessels under 130 feet. The JMS inspection team
surveys each vessel on a biennial basis. Each
research vessel is surveyed pier-side and
underway during a two-day inspection. JMS
provides NSF with current, documented
reports that assist in the evaluation of vessel
condition. The reports also aid in developing
funding objectives to maintain the vessels and
scientific equipment to a high degree of
operational readiness, ensuring that they meet
oceanographic research objectives. JMS also
provides engineering services in support of
NSF's management of the fleet and has
conducted design reviews of the Regional Class
Research Vessel (RCRV). At 155 feet, the RCRV is
NSF's next generation multi-purpose oceanographic research vessel. JMS also conducted a
study of propulsion systems used in modern
Offshore/Platform Support Vessels to compare
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This past year, JMS conducted research
vessel inspections aboard:
Vessel

Length

Location

Operating Institution

RV KILO MOANA
RV NEW HORIZON
RV PELICAN
RV BARNES
RV SAVANNAH
RV WALTON SMITH

186’
169’
116’
66’
92’
96’

Honolulu, HI
San Diego, CA
Cocodrie, LA
Seattle, WA
Savannah, GA
Miami, FL

University of Hawaii
Scripps Institute of Oceanography
Louisiana University Marine Consortium
University of Washington
Skidaway Institute of Oceanography
University of Miami

diesel electric and azimuthing propulsors
versus conventional shaft/propeller/rudder
arrangement and stern/bow thrusters. The
survey focused on vessels with robust dynamic
positioning (DP) capability that conduct
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) operations or
similar work deploying equipment on the sea
floor or in the water column requiring a high
degree of precision and reliability.

USCG Cutter POLAR STAR Technical Service
Support
JMS provided technical service support to the
National Science Foundation (NSF) Division of
Polar Programs. In 2013, the US Coast Guard
Cutter POLAR STAR completed a 3-year major
overhaul. In preparation for the vessel to deploy
for Operation Deep Freeze, JMS provided
technical support to NSF, attended multiple sea
trials, and assisted in risk assessment. JMS
attended the builder's sea trials in January,
Puget Sound sea trials in April, and
ice-trials in August 2013.
For more than 50 years, Coast
Guard icebreakers have
deployed to Antarctica in

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter POLAR STAR

support of Operation Deep Freeze with the task
of resupplying the U.S. Antarctic Program's
(USAP) McMurdo Station in McMurdo on Ross
Island for the National Science Foundation.
USCGC POLAR STAR is planned to be the
primary icebreaker for the 2013-2014 season.
While the POLAR STAR has performed the
McMurdo mission in prior seasons, the ship has
been out of service since 2006. Following the
successful reactivation, the 34-year-old vessel
will again deploy to the Antarctic to create a
navigable shipping lane through the layers of
sea ice in McMurdo Sound; thus permitting
delivery of critical fuel and supplies needed to
operate the U.S. McMurdo and South Pole
stations throughout the coming year.
The POLAR STAR is currently the U.S. Coast
Guard's only heavy polar icebreaker in service.
The 399’ ship has a maximum speed of 18 knots.
Its diesel-electric propulsion plant produces
18,000 shaft horsepower and has a gas turbine
system capable of generating 75,000 shaft
horsepower. The vessel is specifically designed
for open-water icebreaking with a reinforced
hull and special icebreaking bow. It is able to
continuously break six feet of ice at three knots
and is able to break 21 feet of ice by backing and
ramming.

DIVING SUPPORT
Diving Operations at Bath Iron Works
JMS provides on-site diving supervision and
project management that supports all diving
operations at Bath Iron Works. This past year,
underwater operations supported the
construction of an entirely new warship, the
DDG-1000 ZUMWALT class destroyer. The BIW
dive team prepared the dry dock for several key
evolutions including offloading the 900 ton
composite superstructure by barge. This was
accomplished successfully after the dive team
installed 2.5 ton dunnage mats on the dry dock

grids and ensured the grids were in good
condition and free of obstructions. The dry dock
could then be put on any of its three designated
landing sites. Eventually, the ZUMWALT was
moved from the Land Level Transfer Facility to
the 750’ long floating dry dock and launched
into the Kennebec River.
In addition, the dive team supported the
dredging of the sinking basin in the Kennebec
River and installation of rip/rap rock on the
bottom of Pier #4. The rip/rap was designed to
minimize the scouring of the bottom in the area
where ship propellers will be turning. The dive
team also installed a pair of underwater
turbidity sensors/Doppler sonar heads. These
devices provide remote data for
baseline information on the river in
preparation for the ZUMWALT
dockside electric drive propulsion
shaft testing. Brake wheels were
attached to both shafts of the
ZUMWALT in place of propellers to
help provide torque values similar to
actual propellers, but not with the
associated thrust and prop wash.

DDG-1000 ZUMWALT class destroyer

Facilities infrastructure inspection and
maintenance is an important function
of the dive team. The BIW dive team
conducted over 25 dives to finish
removing and installing four new
Impressed Current Cathodic Pro-

tection (ICCP) anodes on the four corners of the
dry dock. The project required underwater
welding to repair broken studs, pressure
washing, rigging, and the application of a twopart, 50/50 underwater epoxy to large areas
around the removed anodes. During this
evolution, the fire pump grates and anode
sensors were also pressure-washed to support
the upcoming evolutions. The Land Level
Transfer Facility also required another 30 dives
to inspect cylindrical cell sheet pilings, anodes,
300 concrete pilings, and the concrete beams
that support the full operational load of many
cranes and movements of ships and people
above it.

Other News...
BONHOMME RICHARD Expedition
Things are heating up in the Ocean Technology
Foundation's (OTF) search for the
BONHOMME RICHARD (BHR), the flagship of
John Paul Jones. In 2013, OTF was able to revisit
an encouraging wreck site discovered the
previous year. The site is a wooden shipwreck
with a large anchor, iron concretions, and
wooden timbers. Much of the site appears to be
buried, but these objects were visible on the
seabed. In 2014, OTF will be returning to the
wreck for a more thorough investigation, and is

JMS engineers have been in the bilges and underway on dozens of ships in the past year.
NOAA FAIRWEATHER · Seattle, WA
RV CLIFFORD BARNES · Seattle, WA
USCG POLAR STAR · Seattle, WA
US ARMY Tug LT-2085 · Tacoma, WA

RV KIYI · Ashland, WI
RV STURGEON · Cheboygan, MI
RV ARCTICUS · Manitowoc, WI

RV KAHO · Oswego, NY
Ferry FIRE ISLANDER · Warren, RI
RV CONNECTICUT · Groton, CT
RTC Tugs (5) · Staten Island, NY
TB OSG 350 · Philadelphia, PA

RV BAY EAGLE · Gloucester, VA

AMERICAN ISLANDER · Los Angeles, CA
RV NEW HORIZON · San Diego, CA
RV SAVANNAH · Savannah, GA
RV PELICAN · Cocodrie, LA

Tug NICOLE · Jacksonville, FL

RV KILO MOANA · Honolulu, HI
FALLS OF CLYDE · Honolulu, HI
RV WALTON SMITH · Miami, FL
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looking forward to working with the
French Navy and private partners
once again.
Special thanks to Global Diving
and Salvage, and Sea Wolf Marine
for their 2013 support of this great
m a r i t i m e q u e s t ! Fo l l o w t h e
adventure on Facebook under
“BONHOMME RICHARD Project.”
On September 23, 1779 one of the fiercest battles
of the Revolutionary War took place off the coast
of Flamborough Head, England between BHR
Anchor of the BONHOMME RICHARD?

and HMS SERAPIS. BHR was captained by John
Paul Jones who is often considered the father of
the United States Navy. The battle between the
two ships took place at point-blank range and
lasted almost three and a half hours. John Paul
Jones emerged from the battle victorious and
captured SERAPIS as his prize.
It is a common misconception
that the BHR sank at the site of
the battle with HMS SERAPIS. In
fact, the ship drifted for 36 hours
afterward, with Jones’ crew
trying to save her – important
details which make the search
particularly challenging. Over
the past seven years, OTF and
JMS have conducted extensive
Chris Wu
archival research, created a
Geographic Information System map containing charts, wreck lists, and geological data, and
designed the first computer hydrodynamic drift
model created to find this ancient shipwreck.
The end product was a comprehensive GIS map
and database of potentially significant cultural
resources and surface geologic features in the
project area where the BHR is believed to have
sunk. OTF and JMS have conducted expeditions
every year since 2006 to investigate potential
sites. Major assets have included the US Navy's
NR-1, USNS GRASP, French Navy mine hunters
and research vessels, private research vessels,
and numerous ROV's and AUV's.
The search for the BHR is a quest that belongs to
everyone – the interested citizen, the history
buff, the donors who support the Ocean
Technology Foundation, the men and women
who serve or have served in the Navies, and
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young students whose interest in
marine technology is piqued by
learning about the BHR missions.

JMS Coastal Research Vessel Series
Under Design

New Hire
Chris Wu joined JMS in February
2013 as a Naval Architect. He
received his master's and bachelor's
degrees in naval architecture and marine
engineering from the University of Michigan.
Chris gained naval architecture experience as an
intern with General Dynamics NASSCO and
Bath Iron Works. At NASSCO, he contributed to
projects ranging from stability to rigging to
propulsion systems. He also helped perform
surveys on a T-AKE dry cargo ship. At Bath Iron
Works, he participated in inclining and
deadweight surveys for a frigate and a
destroyer. While at Michigan, Chris worked
with five classmates to design an icebreaking
subsea multipurpose vessel. The design took
first place in the 2011 Lisnyk Student Ship
Design Competition, sponsored by SNAME and
ASNE. For the design, Chris was in charge of
tracking vessel weight, conducting stability
analyses, and assisting with aesthetic design
and arrangements. Chris was also heavily
involved with the Michigan Mars Rover Team, a
multidisciplinary engineering student
organization. As an officer on the team, Chris
revived a high school design contest, led the
team to its debut at the international University
Rover Challenge, and
tripled the team's operating
budget. At JMS, Chris has
been involved with stability
analyses, piping system
design, structural modifications, and vessel arrangement design. Chris has
already enjoyed putting his
steel toe boots to good use
while getting his hands dirty
on various vessel decks and
inside their tanks.
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Under Construction

Concept
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
L: 88’ · B: 26’ · D: 8’

R/V ARCTICUS
U.S. Geological Survey Great Lakes Science Center
L: 77’ · B: 26’ · D: 8’

Underway

R/V TIOGA
L: 60’ · B: 17’ · D: 5’

R/V GULF CHALLENGER
L: 50’ · B: 16’ · D: 5’

R/V FAY SLOVER
L: 55’ · B: 17’-7” · D: 5’

R/V RACHEL CARSON
L: 81’ · B: 18’ · D: 5’-6”

Letter from the President
Continued from the front page...
casualty response, or diving support, our
goal is to provide pragmatic solutions that
bring real value to our customers every
day. This year's newsletter describes many
of these projects and I hope you enjoy
reading about them. I welcome your
comments at blake@jmsnet.com or (860)
536-0009 x14.
Best regards,

The Sea-Going Naval Architects.
T. Blake Powell
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